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Introduction on system under 
control

❖ The control of unstable systems is an important
task in control engineering.

❖ Since these systems are considered to be
dangerous if the were unstable, these systems can
only be studied in laboratories.

❖ The ball and beam system which is also called “ball
on beam balancer” is basically related to a real
system problem such as horizontal stability of an
airplane during landing or in turbulent air flow.



Introduction on system under 
control

❖ The control signal can be derived by feeding back
the position information of the ball.

❖ The control voltage signal goes to the direct
current (DC) servomotor, and then the torque
generated from the motor drives the beam to
rotate to the desired angle.

❖ Thus, the ball can be located at the desired
position.



Introduction on PID controller
❖ PID stands for proportional integral derivative, controllers

use a control loop feedback mechanism to control process
variables and are the most accurate and stable controller.

❖ The working principle behind a PID controller is that the
proportional, integral and derivative terms must be
individually adjusted or "tuned."

❖ PID control uses closed-loop control feedback to keep the
actual output from a process as close to the target or set-
point output as possible.

❖ Besides, PID controller can be tuned in order to get
required steady state error and transient response.



Problem statement

➢ The ball does not stay in one place on the
beam but moves with an acceleration that is
proportional to the tilt of the beam.

➢ In control technology, the system is open
loop unstable because the system output
(the ball position) increases without limit for
a fixed input (beam angle).

➢ Feedback control must be used to keep the
ball in a desired position on the beam.



Objectives

● To design the PID controller of the system
that control the position of the ball on the
beam to a desired reference point, and reject
disturbances such as a push from a finger to
fulfill the design specifications,
i.e. Settling time less than 3 s,

Overshoot less than 5%,
By using 0.2 rad step reference



Scopes and limitations



Methodology/Approach

•

1. Obtain open loop transfer function of the system.
2. Given 0.2 rad step reference, calculate the steady state error

for the uncompensated system.
3. Add proportional integral (PI) controller to improve steady

state error. (assume here KP = 1 and KI = 0.1)

1. In order to meet the performance criteria, overshoot and
settling time are assumed as 0.1% and 0.5 s respectively.
Then, obtain the dominant poles.

2. Add proportional derivative (PD) controller to improve the
system’s transient response. Thus, proper selection of zero is
very important.



Methodology/Approach

•

6. From the dominant poles obtained, use angle criteria to 
obtain zero.

7. Calculate gain, K by substitutes ‘s’ with the dominant poles 
obtained in step 4.

8. Obtain KP and KD

6. Combine PI and PD to obtain PID controller. Then, calculate 
gain for GPID(s)G(s).

7. Obtain KP , KI and KD

•



Solution: P controller



Solution: PI controller



Solution: PD controller



Solution: PD controller



Solution: PID controller



Solution: PID controller



Excel plot for root locus

• Before design (uncompensated system)
Imaginary axis (Second-1)

Real axis (Second-1)



Excel plot for time response
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Excel plot for time response

• After design (P Controller)
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Excel plot for time response

• After design (PI Controller)
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Excel plot for time response

• After design (PD Controller)
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Excel plot for time response

• After design (PID controller)
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Excel plot for root locus
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Excel plot for root locus
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Excel plot for root locus
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Flowchart
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Matlab verifications
MATLAB coding for PID Ball and Beam  system



Matlab verifications



Matlab verifications
Time response comparison

a) Uncompensated time-response b) PI controller time-response

c) PD controller time-response d) PID controller time-response



Matlab verifications
Root locus comparison

a) Uncompensated root locus b) PI controller root locus

c) PD controller root locus d) PID controller root locus



Discussions

❖ The given ball and beam system is a marginal stable
system.

❖ Therefore, when the gain of the system is adjusted for
any value, the system is still marginal stable in which
the system oscillates continuously (undamped
response).

❖ The ball will move from the left to right of the beam
continuously instead of staying at the desired
position.

❖ Thus, it can be said that P controller or gain
adjustment method is not suitable for this system.



Discussions

❖ In order to improve the steady state error without
affecting the transient response, another pole was
added to the origin along with a zero at -0.1.

❖ Even though the steady state error has been
improved as shown by calculation, but the system
with PI controller is unstable as shown in the step
response graph.

❖ Therefore, the ball will not stop at the desired
position on the beam. Thus, PI controller is not
suitable for this system.



Discussions

❖ Based on the requirements, the system must have
%OS less than 5% and settling time less than 3 s and
with input 0.2 rad step reference.

❖ Thus, to start designing the PD controller, we assume
the %OS is 0.1% while settling time is 0.5 s.

❖ The value of the new zero added to the system is
obtained from by using angle criteria while the value
of the gain can be obtained from root locus or by
calculation as shown previously.



Discussions

❖ From the simulation for the system with PD
controller, the system %OS is 4.8% while the
time settling is 0.263 s with final value 0.2.

❖ It can be said that the ball and beam system with
PD controller is stable and has satisfied the
requirements.

❖ Therefore, the system now is able to keep the
ball in desired position on the beam which is at
0.2 rad step reference.



Discussions

❖ In order to obtain the PID controller, the PI and
and PD controller has to be combined. Thus, the
system now has two zeros at -0.1 and -4.83
respectively and three poles at the origin.

❖ From the simulation, the system %OS is 4.89%
while the settling time is 0.267 s and the final
value is 0.2 which is almost similar to the system
with PD controller.

❖ Ball and beam system with PID controller is also
stable and has met the requirements too.



Discussions

❖ Therefore, both PD and PID controller is
suitable for ball and beam system as both
controllers are stable and have met the
requirements.

❖ Thus both controllers are competent to keep
the ball in desired position on the beam which
is at 0.2 rad step reference when disturbance
such as a push from a finger is applied to the
system.



Conclusions

● In conclusion, we can use both PD and PID controller
so that the system designed meet the performance
criteria which the overshoot is less than 5% while
settling time is less than 3 s with 0.2 rad step
reference.

● The objective has achieved as the controller designed
can control the position of the ball to a desired
reference point, and reject disturbances such as a
push from a finger.



Check list before submission

• Report in power point form, group 
number.ppt

• Root Locus data sheet ? Group number ? .xls
• Time response data sheet ? Group number ? 

.xls
• Detail discussions


